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its very possible that the steering and engine control bus on your vehicle is the same protocol as
your main diagnostic bus. in the case of a Subaru I have, if I swap the wires, I get steering and
engine control on the new bus. For my rare day job as a workshop mechanic it makes much more
sense to swap wires on the initial cost then upgrade the diagnostic port. I work on many different
makes and models and have never seen a vehicle with a different protocl on a different bus. It
makes more sense to spend the money on the tool than try to swap wires. The tool is great, but I
wish that it could tell me what codes have been accessed before. The problem I run into with all
these tools is to to find one that isn't a clone of a tool we already have, and that has some real
advanced diagnostic features. So far though I've seen every tool in the store with the exception of
the newer OBDII-II. maybe samsung u900 is a good device for you,simply connect to your vehicle
and directly diagnose all electronic device through wireless communication,and simply check all the
details in your vehicle,such as new tyre pressure,fuel level,ECU problems,good, bad,
malfunction,etc.samsung u900,the u900 is a new technology of samsung in car,so much
easy,fast,convenient, can directly diagnose all electronic device in your car,and can also as a mobile
phone control.so it can make car automatic driving from speed of car up to 100km/h,at the same
time can test speed,acceleration,brake etc,and even can diagnose new car tyre pressure.
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the primary function of the c-iii plus is to scan the vehicles obd-ii sensors, and this is accomplished
by pressing the scan button on the front of the tool. these sensors collect and transmit information

about your vehicles engine and emissions performance. this data is transmitted to the c-iii plus,
which then sends it to a pc over a standard usb connection. the c-iii plus saves this data in a

compatible format, which allows you to then quickly and easily view the vehicles emissions data. in
addition, the c-iii plus creates an easily readable digital scan of the obd-ii diagnostic data by drawing
a colorful, time-saving picture of the monitored data. finally, the c-iii plus can also read and interpret
the vehicle anti-theft security system. this is useful for eliminating false alarms and false positives so
that you can properly diagnose your vehicles problems. depending on the vehicle youre using the c-

iii plus on, your diagnostic experience may vary. impatient people can simply click through the
screens shown below. however, if youre looking for detailed, step-by-step instructions for each

vehicle you have, follow the instructions below. these will help you get the most out of your c-iii plus.
secondly, the diablo is not an official diagnostic tool and its results cannot be relied upon as

authoritative by technicians. consequently, the software developer should not be expected to
provide any sort of warranty or support for the diablo software. diagnostic systems are implemented
with inputs, outputs, and a central processing unit (cpu). in order to diagnose, the input signals are
transferred through the inputs and the output signals through the outputs. the main purpose of a

diagnostic system is to provide engineers with the ability to test and repair cars. 5ec8ef588b
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